DEFEND OUR UNIONS
SAY NO TO JOH!

Joh Bjelke Petersen is leading the right wing drive to destroy effective unionism. He is building on bosses' victories at SEQEB, Mudgeeraba and Robe River.

Queensland's latest anti-strike laws will make it impossible for workers to defend their wages and conditions if those laws are not defeated. Fines of $50,000 for individuals and $250,000 for unions apply for almost any kind of industrial action.

Hawke and the ALP government have responded to these attacks by proposing to entrench existing anti-union laws. They want to include Sections 450 and E of the Trade Practices Act in the Arbitration process. Fines of $1,000 a day for individuals and $5,000 a day for unions could apply.

But the bosses aren't happy with this. They want no holds barred on their use of the courts against unions. Unionists must demand that our unions stand up and fight these attacks. If we organise, we can beat the right wing offensive just as Penal Powers were beaten in 1969. That's why we are going to march to Trades Hall - to demand that our leaders stop letting the bosses, Joh and the ALP governments walk all over us.

RALLY 4.30 Thurs 18 June
QUEENSLAND TOURIST BUREAU
257 Collins St.

DEMAND ACTION ON ANTI-UNION LAWS.
MARCH to TRADES HALL 6.30.